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Special and standard bearings
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Introduction
Gearboxes are used in a very wide range of industrial fields. Gearboxes are important
subsystems in almost every industrial application. Together with the electrical motors (or with other
prime movers) they form the drive train that is needed in most processes. Due to the variety of the
existing applications, the industry requirements are the most diverse ranging from so called standard
components up to the fully customized solutions that include advanced co-engineering.
URB rolling bearings have contributed considerably to current developments. Through
targeted research and development, constant increases in quality and experience with gear
manufacturers we have increased our bearings' functionality and operational reliability. Our service
includes expert advice on applications, technical consultancy and advanced rolling bearing calculation
and testing.

Type of gears
A number of gears are manufactured using different materials and with different performance
specifications depending on the industrial application. These gears are available in a range of
capacities, sizes and speed ratios, but the main function is to convert the input of a prime mover into
an output with high torque and low RPM. These ranges of gears find use in almost every industry right
from agriculture to aerospace, from mining to paper and pulp industry.
The main types of power transmission equipment

Teeth are straight and parallel to shaft axis. Transmits power and
motion between rotating two parallel shafts.
These gears have no axial force and are easy to manufacture.
Application: automotive industry, textile industry, industrial
engineering products.

Spur gears

Planetary gears

Planetary gear is an outer gear that revolves around a central sun
gear. Planetary gears can produce different gear ratios depending
on which gear is used as the input, which one is used as the
output.
The gears are suitable for reduction of high RPM electric motors for
use in high-torque low RPM applications. These gears are used in
precision instruments because of their reliability and accuracy.
Application: sugar industry, power industry, wind turbines, marine
industry, agriculture industry.
These gears are widely used for transmitting power and motion
between nonparallel axes and are designed to transmit motion
between intersecting axes, generally at right angles. The teeth on
bevel gear can be straight, spiral or hypoid. The gears are suitable
when the direction of a shaft's rotation needs to be changed.
Application: machine tools, printing press, automotive industry,
textile industry, industrial engineering products.

Bevel gears
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A worm gear is a type of gear, engaging with a worm to
significantly reduce rotational speed, or allowing higher torque to
be transmitted. The gear can achieve a higher gear ratio than spur
gears of the same size.
The gears can operate under difficult conditions and have the
ability to achieve large speed reductions. The gears also transmit
high loads at high speed ratios.
Application: electric motors, automotive components

Worm gears

Hypoid gears

Helical gears

A hypoid gear is a style of spiral bevel gear whose main variance is
that the mating gears' axes do not intersect. The hypoid gear is
offset from the gear center, allowing unique configurations and a
large diameter shaft. The teeth on a hypoid gear are helical, and
the pitch surface is best described as a hyperboloid. These gears
do not create noise and also help in speed differential.
Application: automotive industry.
Helical gear is a popular type of gear having its teeth cut at an
angle, thus allowing for more gradual and smoother meshing
between gear wheels. The helical gears are a refinement over spur
gears. These gears are used in areas requiring high speeds, large
power transmission, or where noise prevention is important.
Gears in mesh produce thrust force in the axial directions.
Application: transmission components, automotive industry, speed
reducers, textile industry, aerospace, conveyors, etc.
Eccentric gears are used widely in the non-uniform speed
transmission because of its simple structure and easy
manufacture. Compared with oval and noncircular gear, eccentric
gear backlash changes cyclically in high-speed performance, which
will cause vibration, so it is generally used for inaccurate nonuniform transmission.
Application: industrial engineering products

Eccentric gears
Conditions of operation
Gearbox bearings function in severe working
conditions under heavy loads
 High temperature
 Contamination

Bearings requirements for all industry
 Low noise
 Low vibration
 Low heat generation
 Light weight
 High rigidity
 Long operating life






Intermittent lubrication due to the oil
splashing in the gearbox
Heavy loads
Misalignment and deformation of the
casing
Flexing of the shafts due to the
changing engine torque
Customer requirements
 Lower maintenance costs
 Low energy use
 Compactness
 Light weight
 High reliability
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Bearings requirements for main industry sectors
INDUSTRY
Bearings for Industrial gears

BEARINGS REQUIREMENTS





Minimum maintenance
Simple design
High load carrying capacity
Low friction



Operating in extreme
environmental influences (dirt, dust,
water, etc.)
Low vibration
High rigidity
High capacity, to support heavy
impact

Bearings for Mining gears





Bearings for Machine tool gears






High speed
Extreme precision or stiffness
Low friction
High rigidity






Minimum maintenance
Low friction
High operational reliability
High load carrying capacity

Bearings for Wind turbine gears
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Bearing types
In various gearbox construction are used all types of ball and roller bearings.
The characteristics and their suitability for the different requirements are listed in the table below.

Located bearing

Low friction

High stiffness

High speed

Quiet running

Compensation of
misalignment

- single direction
- double direction

Moment load

Purely axial load

Combined load

- fair

- unsuitable

Purely axial load

- good

- poor
Purely radial load

- excellent

Non-located bearing

Bearing types and their characteristics

Deep groove ball
bearings
Self -aligning
ball bearings
Angular contact
ball bearings
- single row

- high precision

- double row

Cylindrical roller
bearings
- NU; N
- NJ, NU+HJ,
NUP, NJ+HJ

- NCF, NJ23VH

- NNU, NN
Needle roller
bearings
- NA
Spherical roller
bearings
Tapered roller
bearings
- single row
- double row,
paired
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Our products for the most popular types of gearboxes:
STANDARD BEARINGS
Deep groove ball bearings
Size range: 50 mm ÷ 300 mm (outer diameter)
They can carry combined loads in considerable quantities
(Fa<0.25 Fr)
 Suitable for high speeds
 Because of their narrow tolerance their fixing precisions are relatively
high
 Low-noise operation because of low inner frictions.

These bearings are suitable for geared motors, planetary gears, worm
and spur wheels etc.

Angular contact ball bearings
Size range: 50 mm ÷ 320 mm (outer diameter)





Due to their internal design these bearings can withstand high
radial-axial loads and reach high speeds
Bearing design can be one directional thrust, double directional
thrust, double row, double row maximum capacity angular, duplex
thrust, and four-pointed contact
They are suitable for application which requires high accuracy and
good high-speed performance.

Cylindrical roller bearings
Size range: 30 mm ÷ 1000 mm (outer diameter)
These bearings are ideal bearing types as floating bearings:
 They can carry high loads; if they operate only under radial loads they will
have perfect performance
 Noise level is relatively low even if reached high speeds
 Resistant against imbalanced loads
 Mounting and dismounting is simple due to lack of the shoulder.

They are suitable in planetary, spur and helical gears.

Spherical roller bearings
Size range: 80 mm ÷ 620 mm (outer diameter)






Can carry the heaviest radial loads
Resistant against reversible and imbalanced loads
Can compensate shaft misalignments from 0.50 up to 30
Can successfully be used as floating bearings
Easy mounting operation of bearings with tapered bore, with tight
fitting and proper clearance after mounting.
These bearings are suitable for high loads in planetary gears and
spur gears.
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Taper roller bearings
Size range: 50 mm ÷ 300 mm (outer diameter)
 They are bearings that can take large axial forces as well as being able
to sustain large radial force
 These bearings are used in back-to-back pairs so that axial force can
be supported equally in either direction
 They support medium speeds
These bearings are mainly used in planetary, worm and spur gears,
etc.

Thrust ball bearings - Single direction
Size range: 24 mm ÷ 420 mm (outer diameter)


They are suitable for moderate axial load in one direction;
don’t take radial load
 Suitable for low to medium operating speeds
 They require minimum axial load for optimum function
These bearings are used in machines tool gearboxes and other
application.

Thrust ball bearings - Double direction
Size range: 24 mm ÷ 420 mm (outer diameter)


They are suitable for moderate axial load in both direction;
do not take radial load
 Suitable for low to medium operating speeds
 They require minimum axial loads for their optimum function
These bearings are used in machines tool gearboxes and other
application.

Spherical roller thrust bearings
Size range: 100 mm ÷ 400 mm (outer diameter)




This type of bearing is ideal for heavy loads, in places
where is difficult to maintain housing alignment, or shaft
deflection
They are characterized by self-aligning capability and can
withstand high axial loads or combined axial and radial
loads
These bearing are suitable for worm and bevel gear units.
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Our solutions for special requirements
Bearing type NNF.... VS094FW99A-2RSR with black oxide treatment

NNF Type (rings are black oxide)

Application: Wind Turbines gearboxes

Black oxide treatment offers the following benefits:
 reduced hydrogen permeation in the bearing steel;
 slight improvement of corrosion protection;
 reduced friction and wear;
 minor dimensional changes;
 good lubrication characteristics;
 reduction of chemical attack from aggressive oil additives on the bearing steel;
 reduced maintenance costs.

Full complement cylindrical roller bearings series 604533...
Bearing was developed according to application requirements. This bearing is a special cylindrical
roller bearing single row, without cage with black oxide treatment.

Application: Planetary shaft for turbines gearboxe
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Tandem Bearings (2 rows and 3 rows)
These bearings offer the optimum solution of the following requirements:







Limited radial space
High axial force

Long operating life
Low frictional power

Application: Extruder gearboxes

Four-row cylindrical roller bearings
These bearings are designed for extremely high radial load capacity with case-carburized
steel materials for rings and rollers maximize resistance to shock, wear and debris.
Optimized internal design and improved surface quality extended the service life of bearing.

Application: Planetary gearboxes
Research and development
URB Company with over 60 years
experience in designing bearings has the ability to
continuously develop new products and services
that improve our clients products.
Our engineers collaborate with customer
technical team to select the best bearing solution in
different
application
considered
numerous
influencing features for determining bearing life. The
specialists in design and service successfully use
specialized simulation programs to improve
continuously the standards and customized
bearings according to customer requirements.
Mesys Bearing Analysis Software allows the
calculation of bearing load distribution and bearing
life according ISO/TS 16281 and is integrated in a shaft system calculation with additional possibilities
like strength calculation for shafts, modal analysis and interfaces to gear calculation programs. In
addition to the possibilities of the Mesys Shaft Calculation the system calculation allows to calculate
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shaft systems. Parallel and non parallel shafts and
planetary stages can be coupled by gear connections.
Natural frequencies can be calculated for the whole
system and mode shapes are animated in the 3D
view.
For structural analysis, including linear,
nonlinear studies URB is using Ansys software. The
FEM results provide reference for the design,
optimization and failure analysis of rolling bearings
and have practical engineering value.

Geometry can be imported from all CAD software (Pro Engineer, CATIA V4, V5, Solid Edge,
SolidWorks and Unigraphics etc).

Quality improvements
URB management is always oriented towards improving and optimizing control processes.
World class, state of the art measurement instruments, gauges and equipment's are used to ensure
precision in product dimensions.

Ultra-fast mass spectrophotometry
tester

Residual austenite

Crack detection – EDDY currents

Universal measuring machine (3D)

Micro hardness

Crack detection - Ultrasonic
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URB GROUP
Service
URB Engineering Service offers our customers a wide range of services:
 Technical support for new application development
 Calculations and computer simulations
 Bearing feature selection
 Information about correct bearing mounting, lubrication and maintenance to prevent
premature failure
 Bearing training

URB GROUP
320 Republicii Street, Code 731108, Barlad, ROMANIA
phone: +40 235 / 411120, 412120 fax: +40 235 / 413838, 308200
e-mail: sales@urb.ro web: http://www.urbgroup.com
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